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Misinformation abounds. This has always been the case, but the problem has become acute in the age
of digital communication. As Mike Caulfield and Zeynep Tufekci have been showing in the week
following the 2016 US presidential election, Facebook is particularly susceptible to this problem. Of
course,يFacebookيisيnotيalone.يTheيeaseيwithيwhichيweيcanيshare“يnews”يonيsocial media platforms
makes it increasingly easy to contribute to the virality of falsehoods. Take this video, which reached viral
status on Twitter. Those who passed it along claimed it was a video of anti-Trump protests in Los
Angeles, but is really a video of an anti-Maduro protest in Venezuela.
Butيthisيproblemيisيbiggerيthanيtheيproliferationيofيmisinformationيinيtoday’sيmediaيlandscape.يSure,ي
captioning that Venezuelan video as LosيAngelesيcouldيhaveيbeenيanيhonestيmistake.يWhileيIيthinkيthat’sي
true for those retweeting it, I find it hard to believe that whoever originally shared it made an honest
mistake, given the architecture and the chant, not to mention all the Venezuelan flags! I think it more
likely that the originator of this misinformation has something insidious in mind. Something that takes
advantage of how easy it is today to pass along media uncritically.
Digital media scholars like Howard Rheingold, Cathy Davidson, Neil Postman, and even science
communicators like Carl Sagan haveيbeenيadvocatingيnewيdigitalيliteraciesيforيsomeيtimeيnowي―ي
literacies that include things like attention management, network theories, collaboration, and the
modern spin on critical thinking, crap detection. Rheingold begins his book Net Smart: How to Thrive
Online:
The future of digital culture ― yours, mine, and ours ― depends on how well we learn to use the media
that have infiltrated, amplified, distracted, enriched, and complicated our lives.
But recent events have impressed upon me even more the importance of these literacies, especially
crap detection. Not only is there a lot of crap out there, but there are increasingly active forces that seek
to both deceive and discredit their opponents. Whether we simply seek to know the truth, or to battle
theseيforcesيthroughيourيownيmediaيactivity,يweيneedيtheseيliteracies.يWeيneedيtoيknowيwhatيwe’reيupي
against,يandيhowيtoيcounterيit.يAsيRheingoldيwrites,“يTheيmindfulيuseيofيdigitalيmediaيdoesn’tيhappenي
automatically.”يAndيwhileيRheingoldيwasيwritingيaboutيtheيnewيchallengesيposedيbyيdigitalيmediaي
technologies, his plea for mindful media creation and consumption resounds still more loudly in an
environment full of insidious actors.
So how do we do this? Let me begin with an example, something that happened to me this past month.
Amid a stream of comments I posted to Twitter about deceptive media practices, I received this two
partيresponseيfromيsomeoneيIيdon’t know:
And that does not count the obvious foreign influence of people like Soros.
I’llيthrowيRTيandيPutinيinيthereيjustيtoيkeepيtheيbalanceيofيtheيnarrative,يbutيtheيpointيstands.
Thisيisيsubtle,يandيratherيartfulيwhenيIيthinkيaboutيit,يdeception.يLet’sيunpack it.

The first message is a jab at businessman George Soros, someone the far right often accuses of
manipulating leftist activists to suit his own aims. Though it is a common accusation from white
nationalists,يIيhadn’tيheardيofيitيbefore.يSoيIيGoogled“يSoros”يtoيseeيwhatيtheيstoryيwas.يAmongيresultsي
likeيWikipediaيandيSoros’sيownيwebيpageيareيwhiteيnationalist,يfake-news sites talking about reasons
thatيSorosيis“يdangerous,”يaيco-conspiratorيwithيtheيClintons,يandيthe“يhiddenيhand”يbehindيanti-Trump
protests.يIfيIيwasn’tيsuspiciousيofيtheseيclaimsيtoيbeginيwith,يtheseيGoogleيresultsيmightيmakeيmeي
sympatheticيwithيtheيdeception.يI’mيalreadyيdistrustfulيofيbillionairesيtryingيtoيinfluenceيpolitics,ي
education, and the media, and one can easily assume that top Google results mixed in with Wikipedia
and the New York Review of Books would be fairly legitimate sources. The combination of innocuous
and reputable sounding sources on the Google results page (gleaned just from their domain names) and
a healthy doseيofيconfirmationيbias(يhe’sيaيbillionaire“يactivist,”يafterيall!)يisيdangerousيforيliberalيreadersي
tryingيtoيkeepيupيwithيTwitter’sيinformationيbombardment.
The second part of the message is more insidious, though. It makes reference to RT (the state-run
Russianيnewsيservice),يPutin,يandيthe“يbalanceيofيtheيnarrative.”يInيanيattemptيtoيbeيbalanced,يtheي
author references two known sources of false information, one of which is admired by Trump and has
been potentially (but not definitively) linked to the leaking of information that may have cost Hillary
Clinton the presidency. This combines two subtle and effective forms of deception: linking a lie to a
truth to make it more credible (we know that RT and Putin are foreign actors that spread falsehood
through the media to manipulate people, so why not Soros?), and linking a conspiracy theory (Soros
manipulating the left) to an actual conspiracy (Russian involvement in the DNC server hack) to give the
conspiracy theory more credulity. This combination of truth with “truthy”يlies, aimed at both the
propagation of lies and the questioning of what we already know to be true is a psychological abuse
tactic called gaslighting. (Forيmoreيonيtheيimpactيofيrepeating“يtruthy”يclaimsيuntilيtheyيareيtakenيforي
truth,يseeيAudreyيWatters’s“يEducation Technology and the Age of Wishful Thinking.”)
Letيmeيclarify.يThisيisn’tيclassicيgaslighting,يwhichيtendsيtoيcomeيasيaيsustained,يsubtleيabuseيofيoneي
person by another, usually someone in a close relationship with the abused. This is a new brand of
digital gaslighting, where large groups of people (and their sock-puppet Twitter accounts and bots)
attack both individuals and groups, with the effect of the targeted group losing their collective grip on
reality. (This was a common tactic during the GamerGate movement.) Individuals may not question their
own sanity, but they question the reality of their friends and allies. They question the truth of things for
which there is good evidence, and they become susceptible to truthy lies. And when they uncritically
retweet those truthy lies, those truthy untruths circulating alongside sometimes surreal truths fuel the
uncertainty people have started to feel about their own movement. Worse yet, they give the attackers
evidence to point to about the lies told by the movement, discrediting them in the face of moderates
and the undecided. (Several in my social media circles suggested that this was the motivation behind the
sharing of the video of Venezuelan protests, mentioned above, captioned as anti-Trump protests in Los
Angeles.)
Facing tactics like these, digital literacy and critical thinking about digital media require far more than
knowledge of the fallacies of informal logic. Ad hominem attacks, reductio ad absurdum, the intentional
fallacy — these pale in comparison to coordinated digital deception, powered by sock-puppet Twitter
accounts, SEO expertise, and a Facebook algorithm that privileges fake news. We need a new, critical
digital literacy: a deep understanding of the technological, sociological, and psychological implications of
connective digital media and how people use it, with a view towards mindful, ethical media creation and

consumption. This is more than traditional information literacy applied to digital media, more than
technical knowledge of digital media production and network protocols. Connective digital media
enables new modes of media creation and human activity, and critical digital literacy requires grokking
thoseيnewيmodes,يinيadditionيtoيgraspingيtheيimplicationsيofيporting“يtraditional”يmediaيpracticesيtoيtheي
digital. And seeing both the good and the bad (and the good responses to the bad) ways in which these
new modes are enacted, it is clear that we must engage them, especially those of us who educate.
But how do we?
FollowingيareيaيfewيguidelinesيI’veيassembled,يbasedيonيmyيexperienceيandيtheيexperiencesيofيothersيIي
have observed or researched.
Consumption
Double-check every claim before you re-share. As Mike Caulfield points out, social media platforms
are designed toيkeepيyouيonيtheirيplatform.يThatيmeansيtheyيmakeيitيeasyيtoيgetيthe“يgist”يofيa“يnews”ي
story without going to the actual article, and they attract attention away from the name of the source in
theirيnewsيstoryيpreviews.يIt’sيimportantيtoيreadيtheيfullيarticleيandيverifyيtheيsource,يitsيcredibility,يandي
to the extent possible, the veracity of the specific claims being made. (Sites like Snopes.com can be
helpful,يasيwellيasيMelissaيZimdars’sيgrowing resource on fake and misleading news sources.)
Be wary of casual scrolling. Thisيisيhardيwork,يbutيhere’sيtheيthing.يThatيcasualيscrollingيimpactsيyourي
memory, consciously and unconsciously, and reframes your expectations, which in turn shapes what
sounds“يtruthy”يandيwhatيsoundsيsurprisingيorيshocking.يWeيneedيtoيhaveيourيcrapيdetectorsيonيhighي
alert, and double-check everything we can, especially if you find it popping back into your mind later.
Don’t automatically disbelieve the “falsy.” As I hinted at above, we live in a time in which many lies
soundيtruthyيandيmanyيtruthsيseemيsurreal.“يTheyيsayيthat,يbutيtheyيwouldn’t really doيit.”يJustيasيweي
need to be careful not to believe truthy claims without evidence, we need to be careful not to disbelieve
theيsurrealيsimplyيbecauseيofيour“يgut”يimpression.يThisيisيparticularlyيdifficultيwhenيaيsimpleيconspiracyي
theoryيisيofferedيasيanيexplanationيforيaيcomplexيphenomenon.يSometimesيtheيworldيisيmessy,يandي―ي
Occam’sيRazorيnotwithstanding ―يsimple explanations can be a cop-out.يWeيcan’tيletيtheيspeedيofيourي
various news feeds keep us from slowing down and thinking deeply when deep thinking is required.
Wisdom and nuanced critique do not come quickly or cheaply.
Production
Do not exaggerate your own claims. When you go even a little bit beyond the truth in your own claim,
especially a critique of the other side, that has two negative effects: it weakens your own credibility, and
it contributes to the uncertainty of your allies. Both of those things can be used to great effect by
deceptive opponents.
Be prepared to repeat the truth over and over. Misinformation is everywhere, and it can go viral easily.
You’ll see the same misinformation repeatedly, whether from a single individual or, more likely,
repeatedly shared by a variety of people you follow. Corrections rarely have the same viral reach as fake
news and propaganda which are engineered for clicks, and each new deceptive post comes without the
chain of comments that discredited the previous lies. Further, when many sock-puppet accounts share
theيsameيthingيinيdifferentيlocations,يtheيliesيcanيstartيtoيdominateيtheيsearchيresultsيifيthere’sيnotي

repetition. Fighting such a campaign can involve a lot of copy-and-pasting into comment feeds and
mentions, and success almost always requires a networked team effort. Sometimes we need to sound
like a broken record, or rather a choir of distributed voices, steadily chanting a tenor against which
untruths sound dissonant.
Curate good resources. The nature of social-media feeds means that information flows past quickly and
oftenيdoesn’tيstick.يDumpingيgoodيinformationيandيcritiqueيintoيtheيstreamيisيnecessary,يbutيnotي
sufficient. But if we each pick an issue we know well and begin to curate the best resources, perhaps on
our own domains, we can collectively amass a growing network of robust resources to combat attempts
at mass digital deception. Then instead of sharing an article at a time into a stream that will wash it out
ofيpeople’sيconsciousnessيquickly,يweيcanيshareيupdatesيtoيgrowingيresources,يandيthatيsharingيservesيaي
double purpose: bringing new information to light and bringing old, but still valuable, information back
into the conversation without looking repetitive. A further advantage is that each time we share that
curated resource, we share the same URL, making it look more popular to algorithmic platforms like
social media networks and search engines, whichيwillيinيturnيserveيitيupيhigherيinيpeople’sيfeeds.
Relation
Stand up for others.يSomeيpeopleي―يbecauseيofيtheirيvisibility,يmarginality,يorيtheirيsocialيstatusي―يwillي
bearيtheيbruntيofيtheيdeceptionيandيabuseيmoreيthanيothers.يIfيyou’reيoneيofيthoseيothers who
experienceيaيrelativelyيprivilegedيstatus,يbeيwillingيtoيplayيtagيteamيandيgiveيthemيaيbreak.يWe’reيallيinي
this together.
Be helpful to your allies who inadvertently share misinformation.يDon’tيattackيthem,يespeciallyيpublicly.ي
Simply offer them the informationيyou’veيfoundيtoيbeيreliable,يandيifيyou’reيsureيtheyيsharedيsomethingي
false,يencourageيthemيtoيdeleteيitيandيshareيtheيmoreيaccurateيversion.يAgain,يwe’reيallيinيthisيtogether.ي
Thatيsaid…
Recognize that acquaintances and casual friends may turn out to be on a different side in the fight
against deception and oppression. The truth is more important than casual friendships, especially when
theيstakesيareيhigh.يDon’tيbeيaيjerkيonيpurpose,يbutيifيaيcasualيacquaintanceيtriesيtoيcallيyouيoutيforي
being too picky, too uncivil, maybe even mansplaining, be careful. Check your behavior, and make sure
you’reيnotيguiltyيofيbeingيaيmansplainer,يwhitesplainer,يetc.,يbutيthenيgetيbackيtoيwork.يWhenيtheيstakesي
are high, so are emotions, and some people want their social media activity to be an escape. But when
theيstakesيareيtrulyيhigh,يweيcan’tيaffordيthatيescape,يandيcallsيfor“يcivility”يamountيtoيlittleيmoreيthanي
calls to perpetuate oppression. As the old (and oft-mistattributed)يadageيgoes,“يTheيonlyيthingيnecessaryي
forيtheيtriumphيofيevilيisيthatيgood[يpeople]يdoيnothing.”يWhenيweيwitnessيoppression,يabuse,يorي
harassment and do nothing, we allow it to continue, to gain inertia, to be normalized. Even worse, when
we turn a blind eye to oppression in a public venue (like social media), we make it less likely that others
will stand up, as well. (This is known as the bystander effect. The more observers there are, the more
individuals rely on others to take action.)
It can be easy to write off large-scale deception, systemic injustices, even psychological abuse as nonviolent, and thus less pressing, less worth raising our collective voices and spurring collective action. But
these forms of oppression are violence,يevenيwhenيtheyيdon’tيleadيtoيimmediateيphysicalيharm.يAsي
PauloيFreireيwrites,“يWithيtheيestablishmentيofيaيrelationshipيofيoppression,يviolenceيhasيalreadyي
begun”(يPedagogy of the Oppressed,ي2005يedition,يp.ي55).يThatيdoesn’tيnecessarilyيmeanيthatيphysicalي

violenceيisيtheيproperيresponse.يButيwhenيweيdon’tيrecognizeيactsيlikeيmassive-scale gaslighting as truly
oppressive acts, we run the risk of becoming a mere observer. Or worse, a spectator. While the
appropriate response in any situation is highly contextual, oppression demands a response. That is the
truly civil thing to do. When arguing about the best way to make coffee, civility means toning it down
and preserving the relationship. But when faced with the rise of fascism and white supremacy, the civil
thing to do is to take a stand.
Education
Empower your students to do the same.يCriticalيpedagogyيisيaboutيraisingيone’sيcriticalيconsciousness,ي
empowering students to be transformative agents in the world. With fascism and white supremacy on
theيrise,يcriticalيpedagogyي―يeducationيasيtheيpracticeيof freedom ―يisيthe necessary and moral
response.يDon’tيsettleيforيinstrumentalيusesيofيtechnology.يDon’tيstopيwithيinformalيlogicيandيhistoricalي
fallacies. Help awaken your students to these new practices of digital deception, and help them face
them effectively. If they are going to be transformative agents of change in the world, they need this
knowledge.
So what does that look like in practice?
This semester, I taught Digital Storytelling (#DS106) at the University of Mary Washington. Most of the
class is centered around digital media creation and reflection on our own creations and those of the
othersيinيtheيcourse(يorيbroaderيnetworkيofيcourses).يTheيstudentsيandيIيchoseيaيthemeيof“يTheيCover”ي
for this semester, so we explored remakes/remixes of a variety of types. In addition to exploring the
technical and creative challenges of a variety of media (re)creations, we undertook several tasks that
engaged these critical digital literacies, one of which was Twitter bots.
Twitter bots areيaيfunيwayيtoيengageيremixingيtext.(يSeeيAudreyيWatters’s Twitter list of Twitter botsfor
some brilliant examples.) But as Mark Sample discusses,يitيisيalsoيpossibleيtoيcreate“يbotsيofيconviction.”ي
As my students created, tweaked, and reflected on their bots, many of them pointed to the fact that
Twitter in general, and bots in particular, had a potential power that they were previously unaware of, a
powerيtheyيdidn’tيrealizeيwasيsoيwithinيtheirيreach.يSeeingيtheيresultsيofيtheirيownيbots,يandيtheي
approaches that others took, gave them more ideas on positive things they could do. And negative
results that could emerge.
One student wrote a bot that remixed a positive, uplifting text in order to give readers novel
encouragingيmessagesيonيaيregularيbasis.يTweetsيlike“يBeيconfidentيwithيwhoيyouيare”يand“يMyي
happinessيwillيdrawيpeopleيin”يformedيtheيbulkيofيtheيbot’sيoutput.يButيinterspersedيwereيmessages like
“Stopيtryingيtoيbeيyou”يand“يI’mيhappyيbecauseيyouيlookedيlikeيsomeoneيelse.”يInيher blog postabout
her bot-making experience, she writes:
After watching my bot rebel for 8 hours, I decided to fight back! I changed the original punctuation and
took out words like… “hate” and “unhappy” so that the bot did not have negative words to include while
pulling from the source.
Though this assignment was primarily technical, many critical lessons were learned: making a bot (even
a sock-puppet account) is relatively easy; social tools can be used for education, inspiration, and
activism; even simple algorithms have unintended consequences; who is responsible when an algorithm
does unexpected harm is a complex question. (Thankfully, that last one was learned speculatively, not

experientially.)يAndيthoughيtheيbots’“يrebellion”يwasيmostlyيcomicalيorيnon-sensical, many of the
students were able to see in those algorithmic failures the seeds of other, less innocuous things they
have seen on social media, and draw important connections. And now when they see a sock-puppet bot
orيproblematicيcontentيinيanيalgorithmic“يnews”يfeed,يtheyيhaveيaيbetterيideaيofيwhatيthey are seeing,
and how they might counter it.
These issues are a primary focus for many of my colleagues at UMW, particularly those asking students
to work on the open web as part of our DomainيofيOne’sيOwn initiative. We recently released a Domain
ofيOne’sيOwnيCurriculum,يaيsetيofيmodulesيthatيcanيbeيincorporatedيintoيcoursesيhelpingيstudentsيlearnي
how to manage their own digital identity and think critically about (mis)representation online. Three of
these modules directly relate to the issue of critical digital literacy:


Digital Identity explores“يhowيonlineيidentityيisيcreated,يmanaged,يandيrepresented.”



Digital Citizenship helpsيstudents“يthinkيcriticallyيaboutيthe‘يrules’يofيcitizenshipيonيtheيweb”يandي
“howيtheyيwillيengageيinيonlineيenvironments.”



Representation dives deep into the realm of online harassment, systemic prejudices, and
interrogates“يtheيvariousيidentitiesيthatيimpactيhowيoneيisيreceivedيandيallowedيtoيperformي
online. Understanding the various racist and sexist underpinnings of supposed neutral platforms
andيprograms.”

These modules are designed to be incorporated into a variety of types of courses, so if you are working
onlineيwithيyourيstudentsيandيdon’tيknowيwhereيtoيstart,يtheyيcanيgiveيyouيaيlaunchingيpointيasيyouي
help them build their critical digital literacy.
A call to action
In Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire, headmaster Albus Dumbledore warns that a time will come when
weيwillيhaveيtoيmakeيaيchoice“يbetweenيwhatيisيrightيandيwhatيisيeasy.”يFollowingيtheيpathيlaidيoutيbyي
corporate media platforms is easy. Believing a truthy lie is easy. Teaching old content with new digital
toolsيisيeasy.يClicking“يshare”يor“يretweet”يisيeasy.
Butيwhatيisيright?يWhatيisيtrue?يThat’sيtheيstuffيofيeducation.
It never has been easy.
Butيweيneedيitي―يnowيmoreيthan ever.
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Add to the Conversation
3 RESPONSES

1.
Peter Rettig
December 9, 2016 at 4:14 pm
REPLY
Thankيyouيforيthisيveryيtimelyيarticle.يItيseemsيthatيtheيchoiceيbetween“يright”يand“يeasy”يisيmoreي
difficultيtodayيforيstudents.thanيitيwasيsomeيyearsيago:يGettingيit“يright”يmeantيtimeيconsumingي
researchيthroughيpapersيandيbooks.يWhatيseems“يeasy”يtoday, however, also requires more judgment,
but in the end – maybe, even the same effort and time to get it right!

2.
Cheryl Huff
December 13, 2016 at 6:43 am
REPLY
Well said. Those of us teaching more entry-level, gateway 100/200 level courses need to make this
practiceيevenيsimplerيforيourيstudents.يKevinيLevinيbreaksيthisيdownيinيSmithsonian:“يTheيfoundersيandي
authors of these fake news promulgators craft their stories for the sole purpose of maximizing visitor
hitsيtoيinيturnيgenerateيmassiveيrevenue.يTheirيdeceptionsيplayيtoيreaders’يworstيfearsيregardlessيofي
whetherيtheيwritersيthemselvesيsubscribeيtoيtheيpoliticalيleaningsيofيtheيarticle’sيcontent.“يItيisيnotي
intendedيtoيposeيanيalternativeيtruth,”يwritesيauthorيNealيGabler,“يasيifيthereيcouldيbeيsuchيaيthing,يbutي
to destroy truth altogether, to set us adrift in a world of belief without facts, a world where there is no
defenseيagainstيlies.”يInيcomparisonيwithيnews outlets (and other sites) that offer ideologically biased
takes on the most pressing issues of the day, fake news operations occupy a unique place on the web
and constitute an obvious and menacing threat to unsuspecting visitors. The inability of so many readers
to distinguish between the two, and knowing when to steer clear of a website altogether, is
undoubtedlyيconcerning.”

All of us teaching anything research and information based on any level need to bring this message,
because we can. Those of us engaged in developing open resources/ pedagogy have even more
responsibility.
Read more: http://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/remedy-spread-fake-news-history-teachers180961310/#rLlMqLfpfVpsYpGt.99
Give the gift of Smithsonian magazine for only $12! http://bit.ly/1cGUiGv
Follow us: @SmithsonianMag on Twitter

3.
Chris Barker
December 20, 2016 at 1:05 pm
REPLY
Kris,يthankيyouيforيthisيthoroughlyيactionableيadvice.يIt’sيcomfortingيtoيknowيthisيkindيofيconstructive,ي
uber-specific skepticism is being taught to college students. And what an opportunity for informationaddled adults regardless of political persuasion – not just to learn but to make the world better, one
post at a time.

